THE HERALDIC
ACHIEVEMENT
The arms of the Scrymgeour Earls of
Dundee are depicted in component
parts:

The SHIELD of the arms, Gules
a lion rampant Or brandishing a
scimitar Argent, forms the core
with a peer's HELM, a
WREATH of the liveries, Or and
Gules, and a peer's MANTLING,
Gules doubled Ermine, to support
the CREST, a lion's gamb erased
in bend holding a scimitar Argent.

SUPPORTERS are two grey
hounds Argent collared Gules.
The CORONET of an earl with
its CAP OF ESTATE will rest
atop the shield and below the
helm. The Royal Banners are the
INSIGNIA of the Hereditary
Royal
Banner
Bearer
for
Scotland.
The
MOTTO
Dissipate, is the Latin for
"Disperse".

The full ACHIEVEMENT
incorporates all the elements of
the Earl's arms. The supporters
find footing on a grass mound or
COMPARTMENT. It is quite
proper, however to use just the
shield or the crest, together or
alone, and often peers will
decorate objects with their coronet
of rank.

HELMS are governed by 17th century conventions. Thus A is the golden helm, always
affronté, of Royalty. Peers display B, the silver helm barred with gold. Knights and baronets
use either a steel helmet with open visor lined gules, C, or the tilting helm, D, garnished with
gold. Feudal barons also use the tilting helm or pot helm, E, garnished with gold. A
gentleman will choose between a pot helm or the knight's armet with the visor closed, both of
plain steel. A corporate body may bear its crest upon a sallet, F. The helm may face to the
dexter or forward as best displays the crest.

WREATH & MANTLING are the terms given to the twisted cloth wreath, or torse, at
the join of the crest to the helmet and the fabric cape flowing behind, usually scalloped and
decoratively blown about. It displays the livery colours: principal colour lined, or doubled
with principal metal. The wreath is six twists, metal alternating with colour. Until 1891 Scots
arms were uniformly mantled Gules doubled Argent. Peers' mantling remains Gules doubled
Ermine; the Royal Arms are Or doubled Ermine.At times a crest coronet, a chapeau or a
banderole, a simple narrow band of colour lined with metal, the ends fluttering behind, is
used in lieu of a wreath. The 14th century arms of Seton, below, show a handsome medieval
practice of continuing the crest on as the mantling.

A CREST is the figure placed upon the helmet. In Scotland it can fulfil a double role as
crest and as badge. Thus all members of a clan or house may bear the same crest without
difference however diverse their shields will be. Additionally those without right to

personal arms may wear the crest badge of their chief or head provided it is
encircled by the strap and buckle in token of their allegiance. Coronets or chapeaux
of rank are personal and not part of the badge though confusion may result with crestcoronets or chapeaux that are merely part of the crest's design.

This explains the derivation of the Clan Crest (as opposed to the Arms of the Earl of
Dundee).

SUPPORTERS are those figures which flank the shield in a full achievement of arms.
They stand upon a compartment often a grassy mound, or the motto scroll. Usually creatures
rather than objects, they often have some association, whether personal, territorial or
legendary with those whose arms they protect. Peers, Knights Grand Cross and of the Thistle,
some feudal barons and chiefs of clans, companies created by Parliament or with royal
charters and certain local government authorities are entitled to supporters. Customarily in
twos, rare cases exist of one and even three supporters.

CROWNS & CORONETS of rank were fixed in the days of the Stuarts. The heraldic
Crown of Scotland is often seen in addition to the Imperial Crown.

INSIGNIA OF HONOUR AND OFFICE appear in achievements to indicate the
public offices, honours and dignities held. Scotland has a rich tradition of emblems of office
and rank. Unless hereditary, the arms or emblems of office are displayed only during its
tenure. Many of those public honours and decorations entitling the bearer to place the initials
after his or her name may also be integrated into the achievement of arms. When insignia and
honours are displayed, however the shield adorned will be that of the recipient alone and not
the impaled shield of husband and wife. In such cases a second shield with the impaled
marital arms may accompany the first, perhaps surrounded with a wreath of foliage and tilted
toward it or accolée.

MOTTOES slogans or slughorns, war-cries, and rallying calls have figured in Scottish
families since earliest times. Arms are customarily registered with a single motto on a scroll
over the crested helmet or if there is no crest, below the shield. It forms a part of the arms and
devolves from one generation to the next. The heads of great houses often have slogans
which may be displayed in addition to the principal motto.
Thus the Chief of Clan Mackintosh adds the slogan "Loch Moy", a clan gathering place to
"Touch not the cat but a glove" the motto referring to the wildcat crests of the great Clan
Chattan. They range from the poiqnant "Fuimus" (we were once) of the Bruces, to Setons'
punning "Seton! And set on!", to the blunt "Hold Fast" of MacLeod. The Royal Motto, "In
Defens", has been shortened from "In My Defence God Me Defend" The Royal Arms also
display below the shield the motto of the Order of the Thistle: "Nemo Me Impune Lacessit",
perhaps best translated: "Whaur daur meddle wi' me!"

The above information and pictures are taken from a book "Scottish Heraldry" by MD
Dennis, published in 1999 by the Heraldic Society of Scotland.
The ISBN is 0-9525258-2-8.
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